
IIf you’ve never considered Jamaica as a dive destina-

tion, you’re missing the boat…in more ways than one.

Exotic dive destinations are okay if you are a 

hardcore diver with plenty of time and plenty of pocket 

change. But if you seek a great dive destination with

attractions above and below the water then look 

at Jamaica. It’s affordable and close. 

Just 11/2 hours from the U.S.–Jamaica hugs the 
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edge of famous Cayman Trench. Underwater Jamaica is rimmed
with coral reefs, etched with canyons and grottos with sheer vertical
walls. Marine life is a kaleidoscope of living color with dive sites close
at hand. Waters average 78-85 degrees, with visibility up to 100 feet.
Marine parks at Montego Bay, Port Antonio and Negril have boost-
ed fish populations.

On dry land, divers and non-divers enjoy comfortable resorts,
tasty cuisine, pulsating reggae, friendly Jamaicans and many other
attractions. Imagine diving in the morning and rafting, visiting a
waterfall or going to the beach in the afternoon. It’s possible in
Jamaica while in other locations, well…

Protected warm and calm waters off Negril have little current
and are perfect to learn to scuba. Underwater terrain features 
spur-and-groove coral reefs, caves and overhangs, and huge “coral
cottages.” Thick with gorgonians and sponges, the reef is protected.
Unique experiences wait along the cliffs and snorkeling is excel-
lent. Neon fish are everywhere. 

Divers and snorkelers see loggerhead turtles, rays, eels and dol-
phins. Nurse sharks often appear under coral overhangs with bright-
red finger sponges. Wrecks include two coral-encrusted airplanes, plus

a 50-foot tugboat at 90 feet. Dive through a crack in the reef and
enter the Throne Room, viewing corals above. Sands Club, covered
in black coral, with overhangs and swim-throughs, is where divers
have close encounters with nurse sharks, barracudas, Creole wrasse
and hawksbill turtles. Kingfish Point, at 70 plus feet hosts eagle rays,
mackerel, sea fans, triggerfish and an occasional nurse shark.

Montego Bay’s marine park is fringed by walls with sponges in
brilliant rainbow colors at only 35 feet and 100 yards offshore. Popular
sites include Widowmaker’s Cave and Airport Reef, with huge caves
penetrating the coral and exiting through the plunging wall. 

Near Falmouth, walls start as shallow as 25 feet. The reef at
Chub Castle is covered with coral, gorgonians and sponges. 

At Discovery Bay, the marine laboratory works with Superclubs
Breezes Golf & Beach Resort to plant staghorn coral on the reef to
attract grouper, parrotfish and other species. 

At Runaway Bay, the reef teems with bright tropical fish,
grouper, snapper and stingrays. Large green moray eels, barracuda,
sharks and turtles also swarm here. Coral is sometimes punctured by
open-ended tunnels and chimneys lined with white, feathery coral
and orange anemone colonies that glow in the dark. Ricky’s Reef,
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Opening page: Jamaica’s world beneath the sea is as fascinating
as the topography above ground. Unique sea creatures dart
through vibrant coral reefs. Encounters with these residents of
the sea are living proof of the magic in this underwater world.
Colorful grunts and angelfish greet divers. Photos courtesy of
Sun Divers and Jamaica Tourist Board. This page: A diver dis-
covers an underwater world rimmed with coral reefs. Divers
marvel at “creature features” like spiny lobsters and other inter-
esting marine life. Photo courtesy of Sun Divers.
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Pocket’s Reef and the Reggae Queen are popular sites. Others
include the Canyon, Garden of Allah, Nursery, Shipwreck Reef,
Spanish Anchor and Airplane Wreck. At the Potty Dive, a toilet
makes a fun spot for photo ops.

Between Runaway Bay and Ocho Rios, explore a shelf of
spur-and-groove coral with nurse sharks and caverns. Colorful
yellowtail snapper, parrotfish, sergeant majors and goatfish are
seen at shallow Dickie’s Reef. At 50 feet, see the wreck of the 140-
foot World War II Canadian minesweeper Kathryn, home to fish
that eat out of your hand. Not far from shore, a wall drops over
3,000 feet into the Cayman Trench. 

Coral-encrusted walls welcome divers to the pristine waters of Port
Antonio. At Alligator Head, in 80-90 feet, advanced divers encounter
sponges, coral, tropical fish and hawksbill turtles. Trident Wall is anoth-
er popular site. The reef is close to shore, ideal for snorkeling. 

Discover the shallows and mangroves of beautiful Kingston
Cays, offshore from Port Royal. Southeast of the ancient town is 
theTexas, an American naval ship sunk in 1944, its gun place-
ments still visible. Two other steel-hulled wrecks are home to

black tip sharks and huge jacks and other species. 
Before the 1692 earthquake destroyed Port Royal, it was

Jamaica’s capital. Centuries of silt now obscure many archaeological
treasures below the water. If excavated, these ruins might become 
the mother of all dive sites. But for now, they require special 
permission to dive.

Guides are certified by organizations such as PADI and NAUI.
Divers need certification cards and instruction is offered. Safety stan-
dards are strictly enforced. Discovery Bay Marine Laboratory has one
of Jamaica’s two recompression chambers, in case of decompression
illness. The second is at coast guard headquarters in Port Royal.

Visitors are prohibited from touching the reefs in any way.
They may not take starfish, conch shells, sea fans or coral.

To rent snorkeling equipment is US$15-20 per day. With all
necessary dive gear, the average rate for a guided one-tank dive 
is US$50; two-tank US$85. A resort course — the fastest way to
start diving — averages US$85. PADI open-water certification,
which can be accomplished in just three or four days, costs 
about US$350.
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Dive instructor in Negril gives dive students last-minute instructions before testing their new scuba skills. Dive sites are easily 
accessible, close to shore, waters are calm and visibility is up to 100 feet. Photo by Jeff Borg on location on Sun Divers’ boat.
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